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Directions:
— For three cards with the large corner fold, cut and fold cards & papers as follows (YouTube tutorial for details):
•To fold the card, measure from the bottom left corner to ¾” in and ¾” up. Make a pencil mark and fold the right 
corner over the card top towards the pencil mark. Crease with a bone folder.
•Using Side B of three different months, measure from the bottom up to 4¾” and make a horizontal cut. On that strip’s 
8” side, cut at 4¾” to create a square. Make a diagonal cut from lower left corner to upper right corner. Set aside.
— For three cards with a double top fold, cut and fold three cards & papers as follows: 
•Open three of the cards and lay flat. Fold both sides of the cards into the center fold. Then fold the top center corner 
back on both sides towards the fold of the card. 
•For each of three months, cut three pieces of Side B, each 2½” tall x 5¾” wide. Set aside

 • Card #1: April Flower Market with large corner fold

1. Cut Side B as directed above for the large corner fold. Adhere one triangle to 
the upper right inside of the card and the second triangle to the folded triangle. 
Adhere the bottom front of the card.
2. From Side A, cut a strip of pink paper trim just above the scallop edge (about ¾” 
tall) and 5½” wide. Adhere to the bottom front of the card. 
3. From Side A, cut the left strip of flowers 45 ⁄8” tall x ¾” wide. 
4. From Side A, fussy cut the seed packet square, the small tag, the joyful word 
and the small butterfly. Pop up the tag, the joyful and the small butterfly to the 
card front.
5. Create two circular roses, one large and one small. Add the large circular rose 
to the center of a flower. Adhere to the upper right corner of the Daisy seed packet. 
6. Add a pink flower and small circular rose to the upper right corner of a 
journaling card. Add a center and blue butterfly.
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Designed by  ~ Nancy Wethington
Graphic 45® Supplies:
1 ea Flower Market 8” x 8” Paper Pack          (4502557) 
1 pk Flower Market Journaling Cards       (4502561) 
1 pk Flower Market Flower Assortment       (4502562) 
1 pk 5.5” x 5.5” Cards & Env.—Ivory            (ADP5555-6.119G45)

Additional Supplies, Tools, Adhesives & Ink:
Paper trimmer, detail scissors, pencil, reverse tweezers, ruler, 
glue gun, various adhesive, pop-dots, Opt: coordinating inks 

Notes: 
• For a fun, detailed video tutorial, visit our YouTube page!
• Measurements are width x height unless specified.
• The following instructions are for three cards. Use the 

remaining supplies provided in your kit to create three 
additional cards by following the steps using other papers!

— Floral Pocket Card Set —



• Card #2: May Flower Market with large corner fold

1. Cut Side B as directed above for the large corner fold and adhere the triangles.

2. From Side A, cut a strip of blue paper trim just above the scallop edge (about 
¾” tall) and 5½” wide. Adhere to the bottom front of the card. Cut a second strip 
45 ⁄8” tall x ¾” wide and adhere to the front left of the card.

3. From Side A, fussy cut the seed packet square, the Humility banner and two 
stamps. Add the banner and two stamps to the card front.

4. Create two circular roses, one large and one small. Add the small circular 
rose to the center of a flower. Adhere to the upper right corner of the Daisy seed 
packet. Add the large circular rose just below the 1st flower.

5. Add a daisy to a small journaling card with a few of the petals cascading. Add 
two punched circles from Side A to the top of a postcard.

• Card #3: July Flower Market with double corner fold

1. Using one of the pre-cut pieces, fold in half on the 5¾” side. Cut one triangle 
from the bottom of the fold up to the left corner and a second triangle from the 
bottom fold mark up to the right corner. Use these two pieces to cover the two 
triangles on the card front

2. Add the leftover large triangle piece to the inside top of the card. Glue the two 
folded sides on the bottom inside of the card, creating a top pocket. Add the last 
piece to the bottom front of the card.

3. Cut two pieces of trim from Side A, each 5¾” wide. Add the thinnest piece to 
the top of the pocket and the widest piece to the bottom of the pocket.

4. Prepare four flowers: one small rose, one large rose, one daisy and one 
rounded flower. Add a large daisy to the Flower Seed packet from Side A. Layer 
the rest of the flowers and add to the front of the card. 

5. Fussy cut the Laughter banner and one of the stamps and add to the front of 
the card. Layer two butterflies and add to the front of the card.

You can complete an additional three cards following the same steps using other paper from the collection!

• Find details on the G45 YouTube Channel •
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